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f colors could get oscars, one brilliant splash 

would dominate, year after year. imagine: “for special 

effects, the oscar goes to ... cobalt!” from the celebrity audi-

ence rises a supermodel-tall typhoon of color; she whirls 

across the stage. awed presenters step back. cobalt needs 

no microphone. from deep within her spinning vortex comes a 

bell-like voice: “i want to thank the ocean, and the amazing sky. 

and a few gorgeous flowers—you know who you are.”  

cobalt seems to thrum with mysterious power, which is the 

reason, i’m convinced, that this deep, rich blue turns up again and 

again as a—or the—color of any season. there’s no other that gives 

off such a radiant, almost mystical aura or that has such eerie 

chemistry. certainly there are other admirable hues—tangerine, 

emerald—having their brief moments, and you can no doubt argue 

well on behalf of your own favorite. but cobalt is the one that 

persistently draws a crowd and holds an uncanny attraction.

Mrs. obama wears it. Kardashians wear it. 

even lobsters are wearing it: a nova scotia 

fisherman’s catch of a natural-born cobalt 

lobster made the news last summer.  

i am so entranced by this shade that my  

husband complains that i only pretend to 

show him many different color choices when 

in fact they are all cobalt. the color is so 

unmistakable that it regularly finds its way 

into the headlines of taste-making publica-

tions: “Killer cobalt,” “high-Voltage cobalt,” 

“electric cobalt,” “crazy for cobalt,” “the 

icy-hot shade,” “this season’s haute hue.” 

a startling array of products is now available 

in this obsessively mystifying shade: bricks—

honestly, who buys blue bricks?—water bot-

tles, kitchen tools, contact lenses, and even a 

diaper-changing pad. “paris has been satu-

rated in cobalt,” said a writer at fashionista 

.com of a recent fashion Week. retail giant 

and trendsetter iKea goes so far as to paint its 

retail buildings this mesmerizing hue (with, 

admittedly, a touch of yellow for contrast).  

consumers have even been warned of late 

not to get in too deep: “there’s no reason to 

take the cobalt craze to the extreme,” warned 

one Web site, suggesting its use for accessories 

rather than total immersion. singer beyoncé, 

who named her firstborn blue, is frequently 

seen in cobalt. all very well, says one of her 

critics, but “is it oK to constantly rerun the 

same cobalt nail polish?” 

so what are the specifics of its power to 

seduce? for one thing, it’s elemental: cobalt is 

a full-fledged element with an atomic number, 

an atomic weight. the same cannot be said for 

celery or ecru. cobalt is a metal that has mag-

netic properties, is used for batteries, is found 

deep in the earth and in meteors. the name 

comes from old german kobold, which means 

“mischievous spirit.” this spirit is a compo-

nent of vitamin b12, and with some tampering, 

it becomes radioactive and is used to treat cancer. small amounts 

are important for health; large amounts are poison. it is both 

crucial and lethal, and beautiful.

its vibrancy gives it a spiritual aura, from high church to new 

age. it is “a divine color,” said Vincent Van gogh, who used it  

liberally in his famous Starry Night. and of course, with its 

alchemical response to light, it’s a staple of stained glass. those 

who ferret out or assign psychological meanings typically say  

it’s the color of clarity and truth. 

but, truly, no ferreting is needed. We have only to look. one bit 

of blue sea glass alone convinces me that this is the color of beauty, 

truth, clarity, magic. cobalt reflects the very spirit of the shore.

Peggy Payne’s previous novel, sister india, was on the new York 

times list of notable books. Her third novel, cobalt blue, was 

released in March 2013.
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